
Making a Lorrain Glass  
(or Black Mirror) 




above: 17th century Lorrain Glass in a shark skin case

Science Museum London


What is a Lorrain Glass?

The name ‘Lorrain Glass’ comes from a 17th century French landscape 
painter named Claude Lorrain (1604 - 1682).  The Lorrain glass became very 
popular in the 18th century and became a tool for artists trying to emulate the 
picturesque aesthetic Lorrain was known for.  It is interesting to note that 
Claude Lorrain was not known to have used a ‘Lorrain Glass’.

The small, black convex glass was housed in a portable box and was widely 
used by amateur artists.  It reflects the subject in miniature which merges the 
detail and reduces the tone giving a unity and simplicity to the subject.


A Lorrain glass is also referred to as a ‘Black Mirror’ or Claude Glass.


Using a Lorrain Glass Today


The Lorrain glass is used by artist today to see an image or scene and is a 
valuable tool for evaluating their own painting for tonal accuracy and precise 
drawing.  The flat, blackened glass is held up to the eyes and a weakened 
reflection is seen with reduced tonal variation and upside down, eliminating 
detail from the subject.  The artist can then see with fresh eyes.
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How to make a Lorrain Glass 





 

Making the Lorrain Glass: 

• Ensure the glass is clean and dry

• Set-up a clean area to spray paint or paint

• Apply paint in an even thick coat

• Allow to dry

• Cover the edges of the glass with black electrical 

tape or other to remove sharp edges
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What you will need: 

• A small piece of glass

• (In this example the glass is from an old 

picture frame)

• Something to blacken one side of the glass

• (In this example spray paint was used)

• Black electrical tape or other


• Black paint can be painted on the glass using 
a brush rather than sprayed


• Black electrical tape can be used


Using the Lorrain Glass 

• Place the glass right up to your eyes 

• See the example left

• Look into the glass 

• Flick your vision from the subject to the inverted 

scene in the glass


